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Abstract
The reported research project involved studying how teaching science using
demonstrations, inquiry-based cooperative learning groups, or a combination of the two
methods affected sixth grade students’ understanding of air pressure and density. Three
different groups of students were each taught the two units using different teaching
methods. Group one learned about the topics through both demonstrations and inquirybased cooperative learning, whereas group two only viewed demonstrations, and group
three only participated in inquiry-based learning in cooperative learning groups.
The study was designed to answer the following two questions:
1.

Which teaching strategy works best for supporting student
understanding of air pressure and density: demonstrations, inquirybased labs in cooperative learning groups, or a combination of the two?

2.

And what effect does the time spent engaging in a particular learning
experience (demonstrations or labs) have on student learning?

Overall, the data did not provide sufficient evidence that one method of learning
was more effective than the others. The results also suggested that spending more time on
a unit does not necessarily equate to a better understanding of the concepts by the
students. Implications for science instruction are discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Educators in the United States are constantly reminded by the media that as a
country, we are falling behind the international education community. The PISA test
scores, for example, rank the U.S. in the middle of other industrialized countries
(Education Trust, 2010) Other reports, such as the international report card and TIMMS,
have reported similar results (Graham, 2010).
Why is the U.S. system not working? It will depend on who you listen or talk to.
There are many opinions about the problems and potential answers to them. For example,
Boyer and Hamil (2008) attribute some of the major problems in education to teacher
attrition, lack of parental involvement, and low student reading abilities. They report that
forty-six percent of new teachers quit teaching after five years or less, that parents are
only contacting teachers if there is a problem, and eight million students cannot read at
the basic level.
According to Brady (2010), the government and mainstream media push reform
by portraying schools as mediocre, blaming teachers and students, saying that more
standardized tests and standards are needed. In fact, Brady is predicting that all the new
education laws and reforms will fail. He feels that there are 22 actual underlying
problems that need to be dealt with. Some of these are that education “directs random
information at learners at a rate far beyond even the most capable learner’s ability to
cope”, “is so inefficient it leaves little time for apprenticeships, internships, co-ops,
projects, and other links to real world and adulthood”, “is keyed to students’ ages rather
1

than their aptitudes, interests, and abilities”, and “penalizes rather than capitalizes on
individual differences” (p. 3).
Personally, I do not know if there is only one answer, or whether we can even
say for sure that the current system is “broken”. It seems that a lot of the data contradict
each other. For example, Nihalani, Wilson, Thomas, and Robinson (2010) state that
“Heterogeneously grouping students may be detrimental to overall team achievement if
there is a great discrepancy between high-performing individuals and the rest of the team
members” (p. 523). On the other hand, Millis (2002) suggests that a key ingredient in
picking successful groups is making sure that the groups are heterogeneous.
Top ranking countries, such as Japan and Finland, take different approaches to
their education system and both seem to be working if international test scores are used
as the benchmarks. In Japan, the teaching style is mostly teacher- and book-centered,
with emphasis on rote memorization (Zhenhui, 2001). In Finland, reforms in the early 90s
pushed for more student-centered learning and the national curriculum started
emphasizing cooperative learning (Sahlberg, 2004). The question this raises, then, is
which methods or combination of methods might be adopted in the United States? Again,
there are no clear answers, but what is certain is that the perception that our students are
falling behind will lead to changes in the school curriculum and educational laws.
Currently our national and state governments are looking at various education
reforms. In my nine years of teaching I have already seen many changes in the science
curriculum as a result of mandates such as the Michigan Grade Level Content
Expectations (Michigan Department of Education, 2006) and the No Child Left Behind
law (U.S. Department of Education, 2002). I cannot predict what changes will come my
2

way in the future, but what ever they are, it is my job as an educator to implement them.
It has also become clear that changes need to take place in the classroom if we want to
improve our student’s academic achievement. I have come to find that I need to be
continually doing informal action research in my classroom to figure out what works best
for each individual student. I also have realized that every year my students change,
which means I need continually find ways to change my practices to give my current
students the best opportunity to achieve the highest level of success possible.
My Challenges in Teaching Science
In my classroom at Washington Middle School, I am continuously challenged to
teach in ways that will allow all of my students to meet Michigan’s state standards for 6th
grade science (MDE, 2006). This is not easy. If I teach too quickly, the bottom 20% will
fall behind. If I teach too slowly, the top 20% will get bored. I also have to deal with full
inclusion in my classroom, which means I often have some students at a 9th grade reading
level, while others are at 1st grade reading level (Machiela, 2010).
One major factor that affects my instruction is the Michigan Grade Level Content
Standards (GLCEs) (MDE, 2006) that are assessed by the State of Michigan with the
Michigan Education Assessment Program (MEAP) test. The overall school results are
used to assign a grade to each school in the state; both the MEAP results and the school
grade are published in local papers and on a state website. The school administration, as
well as the state government, push for high grades to show that schools are doing a good
job teaching children. The attention paid to these grades creates added pressure for
teachers.
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While developing my curriculum and teaching strategies, I also need to keep in
mind that Calumet currently has a child population with 24.4 % of its children below the
poverty level, whereas the state as a whole has 20.2 % (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010). This
creates numerous problems, such as how much time I can expect students to work on
science outside of the classroom, since many students in poverty do not have the
resources such as computers at home. Also, many of the students’ parents do not have
higher than a high school degree, which means students may not be getting help from
their parents on confusing topics.
Another issue I need to keep in mind is time. My classes are between 48 and 54
minutes long. If I use 51 minutes as my average, I will see my students for 153 hours per
year, if they are present for all 180 days that school is in session. Each student averages
9.5 absences per year (Niebuhr, 2010). We have MEAP testing, which takes up six days,
students attend an outdoor education camp that takes up five days, and students also miss
class for pep assemblies, snow days, and other activities that take away from the
classroom. This means that I am missing another 23 hours of class time, on average, per
year. I now have 130 hours to teach my students 49 Grade Level Content Expectations in
science per year (MDE, 2006). Thus, time is the major obstacle I encounter. If I had more
contact time with students, I could pull the lower achieving students aside for one-on-one
help; I would not have such a problem finishing the curriculum, while making sure my
students have every possible opportunity to succeed. The students coming from lowincome homes would have more time at school to do their work, along with access to the
technology and other resources they may not have at home.
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These issues—time, state expectations, students’ lives, and reading levels—push
me to constantly change and try new techniques that may or may not have a positive
impact on my students. Teaching for nine year has allowed me to make many qualitative
observations that have influenced my thinking about what is best for my students.
However, I have never actually used quantitative data, other than tests, to determine
whether the strategies that I truly believe are positively affecting learning actually do so.
As far as the tests are concerned, I take a class average. If that average is around 70%, I
move on to the next set of content expectations.
My Instruction
My own observations have led me to believe that my students are more aware of
the connections between scientific concepts when I demonstrate these concepts as part of
instruction. I still do not always know, however, if students are necessarily learning all
the skills they need in order to be successful in science. For example, students have a lot
of difficulty understanding air pressure. They can remember what air consists of and how
much pressure it is exerting on an area, but have difficulty applying air pressure concepts
to real word situations. If I ask them to explain why clouds form, many students really do
not have the ability to use their knowledge of air pressure and low pressure systems to
explain cloud formation. I realize this may be due to 6th grade students’ cognitive levels,
but if I use a lot of demonstrations, it seems that the students are better equipped to apply
prior knowledge to new ideas.
I have found that laboratory experiences are also a great way to teach students the
skills they need to succeed in science. My students use cooperative learning groups and
inquiry-based learning while conducting a lab; working in groups and engaging in inquiry
5

are important skills they need to be successful in science. After teaching a concept, I will
have students get into groups of two or three. Sometimes I choose the groups, and
sometimes they choose the groups. I then have the students work on a problem that will
allow them to use prior knowledge to understand a new concept. The idea is to get the
students to learn how to work together while learning with and from each other.
In my opinion, I think it is best to prepare students to meet each state standard by
first providing them some background knowledge on the subject with notes and lecture,
followed by some demonstrations to catch their interests. I follow this up with a lab that
allows them to learn through inquiry. Although this style of teaching seems to work for
me, I have difficulty addressing all of the state standards during a school year. Currently,
I look at the standards at the beginning of the year and split up my time to cover all of the
GLCEs during the year. The issue I run into is this: I end up quickly teaching nine weeks
of information in three weeks at the end of the year. I clearly need to find a way to
address this issue. Thus, the question arose of whether I could use either a demonstration
or cooperative learning groups to teach a concept, and not do both.
Research Questions
The difficulties I have described led to this study about the difference in student
learning due to demonstration style instruction versus having students complete
laboratory experiments in cooperative learning groups. Through the study, my goal was
to find a more efficient way of teaching my students by better understanding the effects
of these two different methods of instruction. Specifically, I aimed to determine whether
my students demonstrated a better level of learning by only engaging in labs, only
viewing demonstrations or by engaging in a combination of the two. If it were known that
6

the level of learning was similar among these three methods, it would allow me to set up
my curriculum in a way that the students would either view demonstrations or participate
in an inquiry-based lab, but not both, when addressing each learning objective. This
would save my students and me a lot of time, allowing me to spend more instructional
time on a wider range of science topics.
Specifically, this study addressed the following research questions:
•

Which teaching strategy works best for supporting student understanding
of air pressure and density: demonstrations, inquiry-based labs in
cooperative learning groups, or a combination of the two?

•

What effect does the time spent engaging in a particular learning
experience (demonstrations or labs) have on student learning?
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Science Benchmarks and Curriculum
Currently, the sixth grade curriculum in Michigan is based on the state’s Grade
Level Content Expectations (GLCEs). In science, there are forty-nine concepts to cover.
They include twenty expectations about science processes. Of these processes, eleven are
based on inquiry and nine are based on reflection and social implications. Of the other
twenty-nine standards, six are from physical science, ten from life science, and thirteen
from earth science (MDE, 2006).
The United States’ education system might benefit by adopting a national science
curriculum (Achieve, 2010). This would mean more changes to the school science
curriculum. The National Research Council, the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, the National Science Teachers Association, Achieve, and
others are working together to push for adopting national science standards that are based
on international benchmarks (Achieve, 2010). The National Standards currently consist
of eight content strands which are: (a) unifying concepts and processes in science, (b)
science as inquiry, (c) physical science, (d) life science, (e) earth and space science, (f)
science and technology, (g) science in personal and social perspectives, and (h) history
and nature of science (National Science Education Standards, 1998). These standards also
include six teacher strands which are: (a) teachers plan an inquiry-based science
program; (b) teachers guide and facilitate learning; (c) teachers engage in ongoing
assessment; (d) teachers design and manage learning environments that provide time,
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space, and resources needed for learning science; (e) teachers develop science learners
that reflect on inquiry learning and social environments; and (f) teachers continue
developing the schools science program. If these standards were adopted, all students in
the United States would be taught similar material, which means that students would
receive the same science education regardless of which school they attend. In addition,
the standards would push teachers to adapt their instruction to include inquiry as a major
mode of instruction.
Middle School Student Learning
There is an established relationship between learning styles, teaching styles, and
student achievement. Even though this research has been done, this does not mean that it
has led to improvements in student learning. One of the main reasons that improvements
are not being made is because the research is not making it into the classroom. Instead of
using research to make decisions about what works best for students, teachers often teach
in a way that they themselves learn best (Holt, Vore, Denny, Smith, & Capps, 2007).
In middle school, there are three main types of learners on which teachers need to
concentrate. The first are auditory learners who do best by listening, especially during
lectures. Then there are visual learners who learn best by seeing drawings, pictures,
concept maps, outlines, and diagrams. Finally, some students are kinesthetic learners.
These students learn best through movement and touch (Gault, n.d.). Teaching at the
middle school level can be difficult if a teacher cannot adapt to different teaching and
learning styles. The reason for this is that students between the age of ten and fourteen
are going through many changes, and each individual changes at a different rate. Thus,
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middle school students will range anywhere from a concrete operational learner to a
formal operational thinker (Fantauzzo, n.d.)
According to Gault (n.d.), research has found that the traditional teaching methods
favor visual learners, yet fifth and sixth graders tend to not prefer visual learning. Rather,
fifth and sixth graders tend to prefer learning that has quiet noise levels, dim lights, high
structure, informal design, and authority figures around. They also like working with
peers, being motivated by teachers, and tend to have kinesthetic learning styles (Holt,
Vore, Denny, Smith, and Capps, 2007).
Middle school is also a time when students are starting to find themselves.
Because they are defining their identity in society, peers become very important to them.
This means that teachers should use cooperative learning, peer tutoring, and cross-age
grouping in their lessons (Fantauzzo, n.d.). Students need structure along with an
authority figure to learn content, but students learn who they are from their peers. They
are also much more comfortable speaking up in small groups (Holt, Vore, Denny, Smith,
and Capps, 2007).
Activity- and Inquiry-Based Learning
Activity-based learning is a teaching method that engages students in the learning
process. It is a student-centered process where students do activities that require them to
reflect, evaluate, analyze, synthesize, and communicate (Smith & Cardaciotto, 2011).
Activity-based learning differs from lecture style instruction in that lecture style is an
efficient way to transfer knowledge from the teacher to the student, focused mainly on
learning through listening (Schwerdt & Wuppermann, 2010), whereas students are
actively engaged during activity-based learning.
10

Inquiry-based learning can be used as a specific type of activity-based learning.
According to Haury (1993) “inquiry involves activity and skill, but the focus is on the
active search for knowledge or understanding to satisfy a curiosity” (p. 1). Inquiry-based
learning is a very important component of science education, in that it allows students to
make better connections to the world around them (Kyle, 1980). Rutherford (1964)
agrees that inquiry is an important part of science, and defines it as learning in which
students need to be, “inquisitive, curious, ask questions, and try finding answers for
themselves” (p. 81). Rutherford’s definition of inquiry fits into Smith and Cardaciotto’s
(2011) definition of active learning. Both learning through inquiry and activity-based
learning require students to actively seek knowledge for themselves. Inquiry does not
necessarily have to be activity-based, but the laboratories used in a school science class
are often structured as guided inquiry, where the students learn about new science content
by doing an activity instead of through listening to a lecture (Haury, 1993).
Smith and Cardaciotto (2011) have found activity-based learning to be more
effective than demonstration and lecture style learning. Their work, along with that of
Fogleman and McNeill (2011), suggests that students who generate information
themselves are more likely to remember it, and will also be more engaged and positive
towards learning.
Fogleman and McNeill (2011) conducted a study of teachers’ adaptations to an
inquiry-oriented curriculum. They studied 19 teachers who were given a unit plan to
teach to their students. The teachers were able to adapt the unit in any way they thought
best. The point of the study was to find how curriculum adaptations affected student
learning. They found that there was a wide range of learning gains from one teacher to
11

another. Their study showed that the time spent on the unit, teacher comfort level, teacher
report of student understanding, and the level of unit completion did not significantly
influence student learning. They did find, however, that there was a significant impact on
a students’ learning when the teacher had experience teaching the unit and when the
students did an activity on their own instead of watching the activity done as a
demonstration. In fact, these researchers found that 33% of student gains could be
explained by a teacher’s experience and the activity structure of the unit. Their study was
not able to conclude that the other variables were not important or that other influences
do not have a effect on a student’s learning, but only that activity-based learning and
teacher experience are important when it comes to a student’s learning.
Inquiry is a process that is required for success in science and has been a major
goal of science education since the 1950’s (DeBoer, 1991). In 1960, many science
teachers agreed that engaging students in inquiry was an effective teaching method, but
research showed that many teachers were not implementing it well (Rutherford, 1964).
Rutherford felt that teachers needed to be trained on how to use this model of instruction
effectively. Today, many science teachers still feel that inquiry is an important part of
science education even though many teachers still do not use it for a variety of reasons
(Hardin, 2009), These reasons include that: (a) teachers feel they may lose control of
learning; (b) teachers need extra training in implementing inquiry-based learning; and (c)
teachers feel that because they are required to cover many concepts, they do not have
time to implement inquiry-based learning in their classrooms.
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Cooperative Learning
Cooperative learning is an instructional method in which a small group of
students work together to achieve a shared goal. Cooperative learning, combined with
lecture, has been shown to help students become more positive about and active in their
learning (Nihalani, Wilson, Thomas, & Robinson, 2010). In order for students to learn
effectively through cooperative learning groups, teachers need to break the notion that
students are in competition with each other, but instead, need each other in order to find
success. With cooperative learning groups, each member needs to have a task that is
essential to the group, individuals need to be responsible for their own learning, and both
students and teachers need to monitor the group behavior. Organizing successful
cooperative learning groups’ means keeping the group size small, selecting
heterogeneous groups, and keeping groups together long enough to develop good
teamwork skills (Millis, 2002).
The advantages of cooperative learning groups are that students develop higher
level of self-esteem, are more motivated, learn respect, learn to work with others, and
reach higher achievements if the group is structured correctly (Tejada, n.d.). Research has
shown that the biggest advantage of cooperative learning groups is that individuals can
learn from each other and develop alternative solutions to problems (Huang, 2000). Each
individual in a group can learn and understand better when members of a group
collectively seek and provide explanations.
Research has also documented that working in small groups can aid student
learning when a teacher performs demonstrations using new technologies such as
computer animations, simulations, and interactive multimedia (Huang, 2000). As students
13

watch a simulation on the computer or a video, the student groups can replicate the tasks
being demonstrated. In this situation, the teacher would monitor the groups, but it is the
group members who help each other make sense of what was observed.
Although research has found that cooperative learning can benefit students, group
dynamics can potentially cause problems. If a team has a member that is a significantly
higher performer than the rest of the group, the entire group may not do as well as if a
group has all similar performers in it (Nihalani, Wilson, Thomas, & Robinson, 2010).
Other disadvantages are that student performance may suffer if group members do not
develop a good relationship: a high achiever in a group may be the only one who learns,
low achievers may not focus or help, or a high achiever may feel like he or she does all
the work (Tejada, n.d.).
Sahlberg’s (2004) study of cooperative learning groups in Finland has led him to
the conclusion that cooperative learning groups are a very effective way to teach, but, as
with inquiry-based learning, long-term teaching programs are needed to ensure teachers
can truly use the cooperative learning approach effectively.
Demonstrations and Laboratories
Demonstration style learning is the process of demonstrating a skill or process—
either by the teacher or a computer aided device—and then coaching or guiding students
in developing their knowledge of what they have observed (Stein, Steeves, and
Mitsuhashi, 2001). McKee, Williamson, and Ruebush (2007) define it as a teacher
showing and discussing a lab instead of having the students do the lab themselves.
Demonstrations have many positive effects when done correctly, including that they
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allow the teacher to show enthusiasm, spark students’ interest, initiate scientific inquiry,
and display scientific phenomena in the classroom (Swanson, 1999).
The recommended way to conduct a demonstration is to have students first predict
the outcome of a demonstration with a partner, the class, or individually. The class then
engages with the demonstration by observing the teacher, a group, or other students
conduct the experiment. The students then reflect on the outcome by thinking about why
they held their original belief and then confirming whether it is correct. Students then
compare their thoughts with other in the class, and often finish with a write-up about
what they learned (Merritts, Walter, & MacKay, n.d.).
Even though research has shown that a demonstration may not be as effective as
activity-based learning, it has still been found to benefit students (McKee, Williamson,
and Ruebush, 2007). With budget cuts, time restraints, and lack of resources, teachers
will see class sizes increase, have fewer resources to implement good cooperative
learning activities, and have less time to work with individual students or groups
(Jimerson, 2006). This may force teachers to use lecture and demonstration style learning
as a way of keeping students interested in science, while still completing the curriculum.
On the other hand, demonstrations take a long time to prepare, practice, and clean
up. Some feel that it takes away from lecture and lab time, and too often, students are left
amazed but do not connect the demonstration to the learning objective (Swanson, 1999).
Thus, Swanson feels that a demonstration should not ever replace a laboratory
investigation unless money, time, and resources are limited.
With the advance of technology, the future of education may entail using more
demonstration style learning through computer simulations. Research has found that
15

educational games and simulations resulted in positive gains in knowledge, skill, and
attitudes of students (Squire & Patterson, 2010). In fact, the U.S. military is now using
simulations and computer aided instruction to educate individuals while they are serving
their country (Military, n.d.).
Laboratory experiences are an opportunity for students to become active learners
while learning through inquiry and also give students the opportunity to work in realworld situations. During labs, students learn how to use scientific tools, make
observations, collect data, draw conclusions, and build models and theories (Singer,
Hilton, and Schweingruber, 2005). Basey, Sackett, and Robinson (2008) have suggested
that there are two ways to conduct a laboratory. The first way is a hands-on observation
lab where the students observe data being collected in a lab that helps with term
recognition and visual association. The other is an inquiry-based lab where students
design their own experiment to find the answer to a problem. This style helps to develop
reasoning skills and an understanding of the science process.
Hands-on labs have been shown to increase students’ excitement in a science
class. Research has found that students enjoy and learn more in science classes when labs
are part of the learning experience. Students gain more when they are given a problem
and are allowed the opportunity to discover a general principal on their own (Basey,
Sackett, & Robinson, 2008).
In general, research suggests that students learn better when engaged in active
learning in a cooperative learning group than when observing whole class demonstration
style teaching or listening to traditional style lecturing (Taraban, Box, Myers, Pollard, &
Bowen, 2007). McKee, Williamson and Ruebush (2007) agree that labs are better suited
16

to support student learning; they suggest that students develop a conceptual
understanding through demonstration, but do not gain the higher order cognitive skills
that are gained by performing inquiry-based labs. While combinations of
lecture/demonstration and lecture/laboratory both have a positive effect on students,
lecture/laboratory may have a larger positive effect on learning (McKee, Williamson, &
Ruebush, 2007).
Density
Density is a difficult unit to teach in middle school because students have trouble
understanding that matter has mass and that volume is how much space the mass takes
up. To complicate the issue, students also have trouble with the idea that the volume and
mass of a substance may change, but the density does not. Mathematically, students also
struggle to understand proportions, fractions, ratios, relationships, and linear functions.
Finally, a lot of teachers use labs to teach density, and students have trouble with basic
lab skills such as measuring mass and volume. If the teacher does not address the errors
made by each individual group during a laboratory investigation, misconceptions about
density may be formed (Balfe, 2001).
A study of 1002 sixth and seventh graders allowed researchers to pinpoint ten
common misconceptions about density among middle school students (Yin, Tomita, and
Shavelson, 2008). The ten misconceptions students commonly hold about density are:
1. Big/heavy things sink, small/light things float.
2. Hollow things float; things with air in them float.
3. Things with holes sink.
4. Flat things float.
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5. The sharp edge of an object makes it sink.
6. Vertical things sink; horizontal things float.
7. Hard things sink; soft things float.
8. Floating fillers help heavy things float.
9. A large amount of water makes things float.
10. Sticky liquid makes things float.
To deal with these misconceptions, it is suggested that teachers should teach new
concepts in a way that students understand, build on students’ correct conceptions to
develop new ones, use model-based reasoning, use examples that challenge multiple
assumptions, make students aware of their misconceptions, teach students what learning
is, help students “self-repair” the misconception, and finally, have students support their
new knowledge by engaging them in a thought-provoking discussion. Things that are
suggested that teachers avoid are to rely on only lecture, labs, demonstrations, or reading,
but rather, to make sure to incorporate as many teaching styles as possible (Lucariello,
n.d.).
When teaching a unit on density, the teacher should first consider the student
objectives. Good objectives for a density units should include developing an
understanding that density is a relationship between mass and volume, understanding that
whether an object sinks or floats depends on the material that is used, and understanding
that density is a property of matter regardless of the phase of matter. The teacher then
needs to consider possible misconceptions, including those identified in the literature, and
address them when designing their lesson (Patterson, Kennedy, and Miller, n.d.)
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Air Pressure
A common misconception among sixth graders is that gas does not have mass.
This misconception may come from a student’s perception of balloons. If you put helium
in a balloon it floats up, and even if simply you blow in the balloon, it seems lighter
(Henriques, 2000). This misconception may be corrected if students better understood
density. So a student’s misconceptions and difficulty of air pressure may be intertwined
with the difficulties associated with understanding density.
According to Henriques (2000), there are eight more misconceptions that may
cause student difficulties when learning about air pressure. The misconceptions follow:
1. Humid air is heavier than dry air; students think the moisture added to the air
adds more weight.
2. Hot air weighs less than cold air; students often confuse weight with density
because it is said that hot air rises.
3. Air changes composition from place to place; students have trouble
understanding air is a mixture of gases.
4. Air only exerts pressure when moving, gasses flow like a liquid, gasses only
exert force in one direction, and pressure is not the same in all directions are
common misconceptions about the force of air. These misconceptions may
come from the students’ inability to feel the force being exerted on them.
5. Students do not consider a gas to be matter because they do not think that it has
mass or takes up space. They also think that when a gas expands, more gas fills
in the spaces. This comes from a student’s inability to see or feel gas
molecules.
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6. The atmosphere is made up of only air; students are not able to see the other
micro particles mixed in with the air, so they assume there is nothing else in
the atmosphere.
7. Students believe that blowing on something always makes it move away: they
do not realize that they are creating a low pressure area by speeding up the air
molecules, which then causes air to move towards the low pressure area.
8. When reading weather maps, students thinks the H stands for hot air and the L
stands for cold air.
In order to help students understand air pressure, a teacher needs to address these
misconceptions. They can do so by following the same procedure as Lucariello (n.d.)
suggested and was discussed in the density section.
Summary
In summary, sixth graders need for many different learning styles to be taken into
account, along with a flexible teacher who can act as a motivator and has an air of
authority (Holt, Vore, Denny, Smith, and Capps, 2007) in order for learning to take place.
A teacher needs to realize that experience with a lesson will lead to more success. The
teacher needs to constantly be doing active research in the class in order to find out what
is best for each individual student, as the students will range widely in capabilities due to
different levels of development (Fantauzzo, n.d.).
It may take time for the teacher to gain the experience and develop a teaching
style. Once they do, they need to take into consideration that time on a certain concept,
and students’ ability level are not as important as making sure students are being active
learners. They also need to realize that demonstrations can improve learning, interest, and
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class participation, but may not be as successful as engaging students in cooperative
learning groups in which they are working on an inquiry-based project (Fogleman,
McNeill, 2011).
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Chapter 3
Methodology
The study involved teaching units on air pressure and density while using
different instructional methods, and then analyzing the effects of the type of instruction
used. The researcher/instructor was teaching five sections of sixth grade science, and
conducted the study in his second, third, and fourth hour classes. For both units, the
second hour class was the comparison group, the third hour class was the demonstration
group, and the fourth hour class participated in inquiry-based lab experiences in
cooperative learning groups.
Participants
There were 55 total students who participated in at least one part of the study.
This number dropped slightly throughout the study due to excessive absences by some
students, and one student moved before the study ended. Thus, complete data was
collected from a total of 49 students.
All of the students in the study were either eleven or twelve years old and were
enrolled in a sixth grade science class taught by the researcher. Prior to the study, all of
the students were informed of their rights as human subjects, and both they and their
parents signed informed consent forms (MTU IRB protocol M0633; see Appendix A for
IRB approval form and participant consent letters). For reporting purposes, each student
in the study was assigned a number, starting at one and ending at the total number of
students in their respective class. Special education help was given to students in need,
following the students’ Individual Education Plans (IEP). None of the IEPs required
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shortened versions of the assignments or tests, and thus, all students participated in all of
the required classroom activities.
Tables 1 and 2 summarize student participation in the air pressure unit. As seen in
Table 1, the number of students who participated in each group ranged from 17 to 20.
The gender distribution of students was not consistent among the groups due to the way
students were assigned to the classes by school officials. Table 2 summarizes student
absences, as well as whether or not students received special education assistance.
Absence rates were similar among the groups, as was the number of students receiving
assistance.
Table 1
Students Participating in Air Pressure Unit by Class
Group

Total #
of Students
in the Class

# of Students
who Participated
in the Study

# of
Boys

# of
Girls

2nd hour
Control

20

17

14

3

3rd hour
Demonstration

22

18

4

14

4th hour
Cooperative
Learning Groups

23

20

12

8

23

Table 2
Air Pressure Unit Participant Summary by Individual
2nd hour Participants

3rd hour Participants

4th hour Participants

Student
#

Days
absent

Special
help

Student
#

Days
absent

Special
help

Student
#

Days
absent

Special
help

1

None

No

1

None

No

1

None

No

2

None

No

2

Day 4

Yes

2

None

No

3

None

No

3

None

No

3

None

No

4

None

Yes

4

None

No

4

None

No

5

None

No

5

None

No

5

None

No

6

None

No

6

None

No

6

None

No

7

None

No

7

None

No

7

None

Yes

8

None

Yes

8

None

No

8

None

No

9

Day 4

Yes

9

None

No

9

Day 3,
4

No

10

None

No

10

Day 4

No

10

None

No

11

Day 4

No

11

None

No

11

Day 2,
3

No

12

None

No

12

None

No

12

Day 3,
4

Yes

13

Day 5

Yes

13

None

No

13

None

No

14

None

No

14

Day 5

Yes

14

None

No

15

None

No

15

None

No

15

None

No

16

None

No

16

None

No

16

None

No

17

Day 3

No

17

None

Yes

17

Day 1

Yes

18

None

No

18

None

No

19

None

No

20

None

No

Tables 3 and 4 summarize student participation in the density unit. Table 3 shows
that the total number of students was similar in each class, but the number of boys and
girls in each class varied widely. Table 4 shows which students were absent and whether
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they received extra assistance. Again, there were similar absence and assistance rates
among the groups. One can also note that more students were dropped from the study in
fourth hour than in the other classes; this was because the students were given outside
help on the test, which the instructor was only informed of afterwards.
Table 3
Students Participating in Density Unit by Class

Group

Total #
# of Students
who
Participated
of Students
in the Study
in the Class

# of
Boys

# of
Girls

2nd hour
Control

20

16

13

3

3rd hour
Demonstration

20

17

4

13

4th hour
Cooperative
Learning Groups

23

16

10

6

Procedures
During the air pressure unit, all three groups were given six days to complete the
instructional activities. Time was held constant during the air pressure unit in order to
make sure the amount of time spent with a concept did not affect the results of the study.
After this unit, it was decided that holding time constant may have affected the study in
that the shorter labs and demonstrations for the control group may have influenced their
effectiveness. Thus, it could not be determined if demonstrations or labs by themselves
were more or less effective than doing them together.
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Table 4
Density Unit Participant Summary by Individual
2nd hour Participants

Student
#

Days
absent

Special

absent

Special
help

1

None

No

1

2

None

No

3

None

4

Student
#

Days

3rd hour Participants

4th hour Participants

help

Student
#

Days
absent

Special
help

None

No

1

None

No

2

Drop

Drop

2

Day 4

No

No

3

Day 4

No

3

None

No

None

Yes

4

None

No

4

Day 2, 3

No

5

None

No

5

None

No

5

None

No

6

None

No

6

Day 3

No

6

None

No

7

Day 5

No

7

None

No

7

Drop

Drop

8

None

Yes

8

None

No

8

None

No

9

None

Yes

9

Day 1

No

9

None

No

10

None

No

10

None

No

10

Day 5

No

11

Day 4

No

11

None

No

11

Drop

Drop

12

None

No

12

None

No

12

Drop

Drop

13

Drop

Drop

13

None

No

13

None

No

14

None

No

14

None

Yes

14

None

No

15

None

No

15

None

No

15

Day 3, 5

No

16

Day 1,8

No

16

None

No

16

None

No

17

None

No

17

None

Yes

17

Drop

Drop

18

None

No

18

None

No

19

Day 4, 5

No

20

None

No
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During the density unit, the time devoted to completing demonstrations and labs
was not kept constant among the groups, but rather, more time was devoted to
instructional activities as necessary. Making this change allowed for the investigation of
whether time spent on a concept had an effect on student learning. This change resulted
in a difference of the number of days spent on the unit: the second hour comparison
group finished in nine days, the third hour demonstration group in six days, and fourth
hour cooperative learning lab group in eight days.
Air Pressure Unit Overview
The air pressure unit took six days for each group to complete. An overview of
the instruction is given in Table 5. The specific instructional activities in which each
group was engaged are elaborated in the following sections.
Air Pressure Unit: Control Group, Second Hour
The second hour comparison group class was taught using the same instructional
methods that the instructor used to teach the air pressure unit in the past. The unit began
with a lecture, followed by demonstrations and class discussions, and finally ended with a
lab. For this unit of the study, the time spent on some activities was shortened and some
demonstrations, or parts thereof, were left out in order to keep the instructional time
constant among all three groups. The details of the activities for each day of the unit are
described in the following sections.
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Table 5
Air Pressure Unit Plan
Comparison
(Second Hour)

Day

Time

1

48 min.

Pre-test
Air Pressure
Lecture

92 min.

Air Pressure
Lecture
“Bar” Demo
“Inverted Cup”
Demo
“Suction Cup”
Demo

2

3

48 min.

Demonstration
(Third Hour)

Inquiry-based Labs
(Fourth Hour)

Pre-test
Air Pressure Lecture

Pre-test
Air Pressure Lecture

Air Pressure Lecture
“Iron Ore Pellet”
Air Pressure Lecture
Demo
“Find the Mass of Air
“Bar” Demo
in a Balloon” Lab
“Inverted Cup” Demo

“Cloud Machine”
Lab

“Suction Cup” Demo
“Why Don’t you Feel
“Cloud Machine”
Air” Demo
Lab
Started “Cloud
Machine” Demo
“Pressure and
Temperature” Lab

4

48 min.

“Pressure and
Temperature”
Lab

“Cloud Machine,”
“Pressure and
Temperature,” and
“Weighing Air”
Demos

5

48 min.

“Weighing Air”
Lab

Finished Lab
Demonstrations

“Weighing Air” Lab

6

48 min.

Post test

Post test

Post test

Day 1. The first day of the unit was a 48-minute class session. The class began
with a pre-test (Appendix B). The pre-test contained eight questions, which all of the
students completed in thirty minutes. The test was not timed. Once the test was
completed, lecture notes were given (Appendix C). The lecture started with a classroom
demonstration on finding the mass of air. The demonstration began with a survey asking
the students “What would happen to a balloon’s mass if it were blown up?” When
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answering the survey anonymously, the majority of the students thought the balloon
would get lighter.
After discussing the students’ thoughts, the mass of an empty balloon was found
using a triple beam balance. The balloon was then blown up and the mass was found
again. After some discussion about what was observed, the class ended.
Day 2. The second day of the unit was 92 minutes long. The class began by
finishing the lecture about air pressure (Appendix C), which included the properties of air
and definitions. After the definitions, the weight of air was discussed and finally, the
lecture concluded with the definition of two types of barometers. While discussing the
property of density in the lecture, a homemade model made of BBs (Appendix D) was
used to help students visualize what different densities of air molecules might look like.
The BB model consisted of three fixed volume containers with different amounts of BBs
in each. The lecture ended with a demonstration of an aneroid barometer, which consisted
of handing it around the room and allowing students to blow into it.
After the lecture, three additional demonstrations were done by the teacher:
1. The weight of air pressure with a bar: This consisted of a steel bar that was one
inch, by one inch, by fifty-two inches, and weighed fifteen pounds (Appendix
E). Each student lifted the bar so that they could feel what one square inch of
air pressure felt like. A calculation to determine how much pressure was being
exerted on the top of a table was done next. The total force caused students to
ask “Why does it not break?” This erupted into a class discussion where
students were eventually able to agree that the air is pushing in all directions.
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2. Inverted water in a cup: The inverted cup (Appendix F) was a demonstration of
how air pressure can be used to hold water into an inverted cup. A cup was
filled three-quarters full with water, then a student volunteer was asked to stand
under the cup while the demonstrator inverted the cup of water with only a
piece of cardboard on the open end over the student’s head. The cardboard was
released so that the class thought the student volunteer was going to get wet.
When the cardboard stayed in place, the students were amazed and a classroom
discussion about this phenomenon began. The students were finally able to
conclude that the air pressure pushing up on the cardboard was stronger than
the weight of the water pushing down.
3. Suction cups: The suction cup demonstration included two hand-held suction
cups. The suction cups were put together, and students tried pulling them apart.
Some students were able to pull them apart with a lot of effort, and some could
not get them apart no matter how hard they tried. Finally, the cups were
separated by the demonstrator with one finger by simply lifting one edge.
When the cups fell apart, all the students wanted to try again. From here,
students were able to figure out that if they let air in between the two cups, the
air pressure would separate the cups.
After the demonstrations, the students were given a worksheet (Appendix G) to
complete for the next day of class. The worksheet consisted of eight fill-in-the-blank
questions about air pressure at different points of a mountain. These were followed by
three short answer questions about air pressure, and seven matching questions related to
air pressure vocabulary words.
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Days 3 through 5. On day 3, the class period was 48 minutes long and the
students were given three labs to work on. The students were able to select their own
group members. The three labs were: “Weighing Air” (Appendix H), “Pressure and
Temperature” (Appendix I), and “Cloud Machine” (Appendix J) (all three labs from
Padilla, Miaoulis, Cyr, & Simons, 2000). The students were given no instructions other
than safety precautions, location of materials, and strict directions to read each lab in its
entirety first. Days 4 and 5 were both 48-minute classes during which the students
worked on their labs. All groups were required to complete the lab by the end of the hour
on Day 5.
During the “Weighing Air” lab, the students used a pressure pump to fill a two
liter bottle. They were required to record the mass of the bottle every 25 pumps, with a
total of 225 pumps of air entering the bottle. They ended this lab by answering questions
that pertained to the mass of air.
Following the “Weighing Air” lab was the “Pressure and Temperature” lab, which
focused on what happened to the temperature of air as the pressure was increased or
decreased. The students inserted a thermometer into the bottle, so they were able to
record the temperature as they added air. After 100 pumps, they released the pressure
pumper and recorded the resulting temperature. Finally, they answered questions about
the relationship between air pressure, volume, and temperature.
The students finished the laboratory experience by making a cloud inside of the
two liter pop bottle. This was done by adding water and smoke to the bottle and
increasing the air pressure of the bottle during the “Cloud Machine” lab. The students
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answered questions about how air pressure affects temperature and the state of matter of
water.
Day 6. The students were given the post-test (Appendix B), which was the exact
same test that students had taken at the beginning of the unit; students were not given
advance notice of the test. The students were given the entire hour to finish the test, but
most students completed it in the first thirty minutes of class. The second hour air
pressure unit lasted six class sessions and included a total of five hours and thirty-one
minutes of instruction.
Air Pressure Unit: Demonstration Group, Third Hour
The third hour class, the demonstration group, participated in lecture and
observed whole class demonstrations, followed by classroom discussions. This group did
not participate in any labs or cooperative learning groups during the unit.
Day 1. This was a 48-minute class period that followed the same procedures as
second hour’s day one. This involved taking the same pre-test, and ended with the same
demonstration of finding the mass of air in a balloon.
Day 2. This was a 90-minute class. The air pressure lecture was given, following
the same procedures as second hour. The one exception was that while discussing the
density property of air, a demonstration was given on how to find the density of iron
pellets. This was done using a triple beam balance to find the mass of the pellets and then
using a graduated cylinder to find the volume of the pellets through water displacement.
This iron pellet demonstration was intended to give students a better understanding of
density and the density of air. Day two finished with the “weight of air pressure with a
bar” and “inverted water in a cup,” demonstrations that were described previously.
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Day 3. This class period lasted 48 minute and started with a quick summary of
day two. This was facilitated by asking, “Why don’t we feel the air?” After a class
discussion, students were asked to wave their hands really fast, and then describe what
they were feeling; this prompted more class discussion. Finally, the discussion was
concluded by having three student volunteers come to the front of the room and stand in a
line. The student in the middle was pushed by the peers on either side of him/her from
both the left and right with equal force. This was used to demonstrate and help explain
how air pressure is pushing in all directions.
The lesson continued with the “suction cup” demonstration, which followed the
same procedure as explained in the second hour section. This demonstration ended as the
class time ran out, and the students were given the same worksheet that the second hour
class received for homework.
Days 4 and 5. The “Cloud Machine,” “Pressure and Temperature,” and
“Weighing Air” labs were demonstrated by the teacher during two class sessions. The
students were required to complete the same lab write-up as the second hour class. The
difference was that each individual student filled in data on the lab sheets during the
demonstrations and then answered the questions during the class discussions. The
discussions always immediately followed the data collection and started with the two
questions: “What did you observe?” and “Why did it happen?” After some discussion,
the class had time to answer the questions on the lab write-up individually.
Day 6. The students were given the post-test. They had the entire hour to
complete it and did not have a prior warning that they would be given the post-test. The
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majority of the class finished the test in 30 minutes. This unit took a total of six
classroom sessions and included a total of five hours and thirty minutes of instruction.
Air Pressure Unit: Cooperative Learning Lab Group, Fourth Hour
The fourth hour class—the laboratory-based cooperative learning group—was
given a lecture and a participated in inquiry-based laboratories in order to learn about air
pressure. They did not see any of the demonstrations given in the other two classes.
Day 1. This class session was 48 minutes long. The students took the pre-test,
which lasted forty minutes. This did not leave any time for lecture, but there was just
enough time to discuss the procedure for finding the mass of air.
Day 2. This class was a 90-minute session. The class started with the “Finding the
Mass of Air” lab that was briefly introduced on day one. This lab was very similar to the
balloon demonstration that was done in the second hour class. The students were put into
groups by the instructor. Each group received a triple beam balance and three balloons.
The students found the mass of each balloon, and then blew air into each one to make
three different sized balloons. They then found the mass of each balloon again and put the
data into a table that showed the mass before and after the balloon was inflated. The
students wrote up an analysis of the results, along with a conclusion about what they
found. After the lab was completed, the air pressure lecture given; the information was
presented in the same way as in the other two classes.
Days 3, 4, and 5. The students were given the “Cloud Machine,” “Pressure and
Temperature,” and “Weighing Air” labs. They completed each following the same
procedure as the second hour class. This group needed an extra day to work on the lab
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and discuss results among their groups. They were able to pick their own groups and each
group had three students, with one group having four.
Day 6. The fourth hour class completed the unit with a post-test that was the same
as the pre-test and was again given without advance notice. The entire unit took six days
and lasted five hours and thirty minutes.
Density Unit Overview
The density unit took between six and nine days for each group to complete. An
overview of the instruction is given in Table 6. The specific instructional activities in
which each group was engaged are elaborated in the following sections.
Density Unit: Control Group, Second Hour
Second hour control group was taught about density through lecture, notes,
demonstrations and labs. The unit took nine class sessions, which amounted to seven
hours and twelve minutes of class time.
Day 1. The students were given a pre-test (Appendix K) that lasted a half hour,
and the teacher then began a lecture (Appendix L). The pre-test consisted of eight
questions related to mathematical relationships about density, properties of density, and
how density can be related to real world situations. The planned lecture consisted of
defining and giving examples of mass, volume, and density, but only the volume portion
was completed on Day 1. This included the definition of volume, explaining units of
volume, and then completing several mathematics problems related to volume. The entire
class lasted 48 minutes.
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Table 6
Density Unit Plan
Comparison
(Second Hour)

Demonstration
(Third Hour)

Inquiry-based Labs
(Fourth Hour)

Day

Time

1

48 min.

Pre-test
Density Lecture

Pre-test
Density Lecture

Pre-test
Density Lecture

2

48 min.

Density Lecture

Density Lecture

Density Lecture

48 min.

Simulation On
Density
“Density Column”
Demo

Simulation On
Density

Introduction to
Density Lab

“Density Column”
Demo
“Density of a
Cube” Demo

Density Lab

“Density of a
Cube” Demo
“Clay Density”
Demo

Density Lab

Post Test

Density Lab

3

4

48 min.

“Density of a
Cube” Demo

5

48 min.

“Clay Density”
Demo
“Density of a
Penny” Demo

6

48 min.

Density Lab

7

48 min.

Density Lab

Density Lab

8

48 min.

Density Lab

Post Test

9

48 min.

Post Test

Day 2. On the second day of the unit, the teacher gave the rest of the lecture,
which took most of the hour. This involved defining mass and density, while completing
mathematical problems related to each. The class was 48 minutes long.
After the lecture was complete, the students were given homework (Appendix M),
which they had five minutes to work on in class and ask any questions. The homework
entailed writing a short paragraph, in which they described the relationship among matter,
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mass, volume, density, and their properties. After this, they had to fill in a table, in which
they found the density of five crowns that looked exactly the same, but were made of
different materials. The homework concluded with six short-answer real-world problems
about the crowns.
Day 3. This class was a 48 minute class period. At the beginning of the hour, the
students worked for several minutes on two mathematical problems related to density.
The problems were placed on the Smart board so the students started working on them as
soon as they entered the classroom. Once the students completed the problems, they were
discussed as a class. The homework was then discussed and collected. This was followed
with an interactive, online simulation about density (PhET, 2011). The simulation
compared the mass, volume, and density of many different types of blocks.
At the start of the PhET simulation, a virtual pine block was placed on the side of
a virtual bucket of water. The students were asked if they thought the block would sink or
float. All of the questions were answered with a show of hands, where the students had
their head down so they would not know how others in the class were answering. The
virtual pine block was dropped into the water to see if it would sink or float. The block
stayed afloat. After this, the volume of the virtual block was greatly increased and the
students were again asked if they thought if it would sink or float. This procedure was
repeated with different masses of the virtual pine block, and then replicated again as the
block was switched to ice, aluminum, and steel.
After the students started understanding that changing the volume and mass of a
certain material would not change the density, the simulation was switched to unknown
virtual materials with the same mass, but different volumes. The students again used a
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show of hands to predict which virtual blocks would float, and which would sink. Most
of the class thought the larger objects would sink and the smaller would float. They were
surprised when the blocks were dropped in the water and the larger volume virtual blocks
stayed afloat, while the smaller volume virtual block sunk. Finally, the simulation was
switched to unknown blocks with the same volume, but different masses, and the same
procedure was replicated. A discussion followed about how the visible size of the object
did not determine if the object would sink or float, but rather, whether an object would
float was determined by both mass and volume.
With the last 15 minutes of class, a density column was built by placing white
glucose syrup, brown Karo syrup, blue dye colored water, yellow corn oil, white mineral
oil, and green ethyl alcohol into a graduated cylinder (Appendices N and O). Thus, the
density column consisted of six different liquids with different densities and colors. Once
the density column was built, students placed a variety of liquids into the column to
observe where they would end up in relation to one another. While the activity was
progressing, a continuous class discussion was taking place about what was being
observed and why.
Day 4. Again, class began with two computationally-based density questions that
students completed individually. After the results were discussed, a demonstration of the
density of copper, aluminum, and pine was done using a one cubic inch block of each
material. The class calculated the volume of each block in cubic centimeters, and the
instructor found the mass of each, while demonstrating each step in the mathematical
process. After that, the density of each cube was calculated. Finally, the class was asked
what the value of the density would be if one of the cubes was gold. With the class
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watching and giving search advice, the instructor used the Smart board to find the density
and price of gold online. The calculation for the mass of gold was demonstrated by the
instructor. After finding out what the mass of the block would be, the cost of the block
was calculated. The students were in class for 48 minutes.
Day 5. For the third straight day, the class began with two more mathematical
problems about density. After a class discussion of the results, the instructor
demonstrated how to find the density of irregularly shaped objects. Clay was used as the
material to form three different irregular shapes. A demonstration of how to use a
graduated cylinder and water displacement was done by the instructor to find the volume
of each sample. The density of each sample was confirmed by the students after the
instructor found the mass of each object. Some of the students still believed that the
densities would be different. After the densities came out the same, it was discussed as a
class why this was the case. The class ended with the teacher demonstrating how to find
the density of a penny. Once the penny’s density was found, it was compared to an online
density table to determine the possible composition of the penny. This class lasted 48
minutes.
Days 6, 7, and 8. All three class periods were 48 minutes long. The students chose
their own groups, with three students per group. They were given a density lab (Appendix
P) to complete (Hopkins, J., et al., 1993). The only instruction they were given related to
lab safety, information on the materials and equipment, and strict instructions to read the
entire lab before they started. During the lab, a teacher’s aid and the instructor walked
around the room, answering group questions as they came up.
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The students continued to work on the lab on day seven and used the entire day
eight to complete and hand in the required report. The lab involved finding the density of
ten different cubes with the same shape and volume. The cubes were made of aluminum,
steel, brass, copper, oak, acrylic, nylon, polyvinyl chloride, pine, and poplar. Once the
students found each density, they continued to find the density of the same material, clay,
with different shapes and sizes. Finally, they answered mathematical and real world
density questions that related to the lab.
Day 9. The unit was completed with a post-test (Appendix K). The post-test was
exactly the same as the pre-test and the students used the entire class period, which was
48 minutes long, to finish. Most of the students finished in 30 minutes.
Density Unit: Demonstration Group, Third Hour
The density unit for the demonstration group lasted six class periods for a total of
four hours and forty-eight minutes of instruction. The class learned from lecture, notes,
and whole class demonstrations. The first five class periods followed the same procedure
as the second hour class. On the sixth day, this group took the post-test instead of going
on to the laboratory component of the unit. The post-test was the same as the pre-test
completed at the beginning of the unit.
Density Unit: Cooperative Learning Lab Group, Fourth Hour
The cooperative learning lab group took eight days to complete the unit. This was
a total of six hours and twenty-four minutes of instruction. This group learned about
density through lecture and inquiry-based labs.
Day 1. The class was given the pre-test, which took thirty minutes to complete.
They then learned about defining volume through the same lecture as the other classes.
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Day 2. This class followed the same procedure as the other classes while finishing
the density lecture and starting on the homework.
Days 3 through 8. At the start of day 3, the students completed a problem
involving a mathematics-related density problem. After the results were discussed as a
class, a demonstration on how to use a graduated cylinder to find density was done by the
instructor.
Once the demonstration was complete, the students chose their own work groups
of three to complete the same lab as second hour class. Lab safety, material and
equipment usage, and the importance of reading the entire lab before they started were
discussed by the instructor. The students had time to read the lab, but did not get a chance
to start working on day three. They began the lab on day four and continued working on
the fifth, six, and seventh day of the unit. As the lab was in process, a teacher’s aid and
the instructor walked around to the groups, giving help as needed. Compared to second
hour, this class asked more questions, and needed more help with the equipment. They
finished the unit on day eight with a post-test that mirrored the pre-test.
Data Collection
The data for the study consisted of a pre-test, post-test, laboratory reports, and
homework assignments for each unit. Each data source is described in the following.
Pre- and Post-Unit Tests
All three groups were given the same pre-test for each of the two units; this was
completed during class. Students were instructed to do their best and if they did not know
the answer, to write down what they did know. They were only allowed a pencil during
the test. The same post-test was also taken by each group for both units, and was the
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identical to the pre-test. Each student used only a pencil during the post-test. Calculators,
notes, or other aids were not allowed.
During the air pressure unit, the pre- and post-tests consisted of eight short answer
questions that were designed to see what the students learned about the properties of air,
characteristics of air pressure, instruments used to measure air pressure, units of air
pressure, and how to apply concepts of air pressure to real life (Appendix B). A rubric
was used to score the pre- and post-tests (Appendix Q).
The density pre- and post-tests also consisted of eight questions that checked the
students’ understanding of mathematical relationships about density, properties of
density, and how density can be related to real world situations (Appendix K). A rubric
was used to score the tests (Appendix R).
Air Pressure Unit Assignments and Labs
Homework (Appendix G) was administered and collected to reinforce what was
learned during the lecture, while also allowing the instructor to evaluate students’
understanding. This was done through an analysis of the individual homework scores
before any demonstrations or labs were completed. An in-depth statistical analysis was
not preformed during instruction, but rather, a quick check for understanding was done
by simply comparing the students’ answers to an answer key. If the overall mean was
above 70%, it was determined that the students were ready to move on to the next part of
the unit. The homework assessed student understanding of definitions and main ideas
related to air pressure that were discussed in the notes.
The second and fourth hour classes completed the lab write-ups in groups, as they
did the inquiry-based activities. The lab (Appendix H, I, and J) data was evaluated to help
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understand what the students comprehended during the labs and demonstrations. The labs
were assessed by looking at individual students’ grades, as well as how they scored on
individual questions. The student’s individual questions were compared to an answer key.
If the group scored high on the lab overall, or on an individual question, it was assumed
that they understood the lab objectives—that students will understand the properties and
relationships of air that deal with temperature, mass, density, volume, and pressure. The
lab scores alone do not allow for an assessment of individuals, but do indicate what the
group understood as a whole.
Although, the third hour class did not complete the lab activities, they did
complete the same lab write-up as the other two groups. The third hour class filled in the
lab write-up individually while the instructor demonstrated each lab.
Density Unit Assignments and Labs
All three groups were given a homework assignment (Appendix M) that was used
to show what was comprehended from the lecture. The homework consisted vocabulary,
main ideas, and real world problems related to density. The homework was collected the
day after the lecture and each question was scored right or wrong according to the key.
The overall scores were used to do a quick “check-for-understanding” of the ideas in the
lecture.
A lab worksheet was given to the second and fourth hour classes to complete
during the investigation, which consisted of data collection tables, graphs, and questions
that could be used to evaluate what the students were learning during the lab (Appendix
P). The lab was designed with the following learning objectives:
1. Students will be able to define mass, volume, and density.
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2. Students will understand how to compute the density of an object when the
mass and volume are given.
3. Students will be able to apply density concepts to real world situations?
The labs responses were scored according to how close they were to the correct
answer, as well as how close the collected data was to what the actual data should have
been. The actual data was that which the instructor had collected when doing the same
lab. A scoring key was used for grading the labs. These scores were used to check the
groups’ understanding of density concepts and relationships.
Data Analysis
The pre-test and the post-test scores were the main data sources used to determine
whether student understanding increased during each unit. These test scores were used to
compare student understanding both within and among the groups. First, a paired t-test
using the pre- and post-test scores was used to see whether there was a statistically
significant difference from the pre-test to the post-test within each individual group of
students. A 5% significance level was used to determine statistical significance. If the tscore was less than 0.05, it was determined that there was a statistically significant
difference in the data. The means of the pre- and post-test scores were then used to decide
if the increase was positive. If there was a positive difference in means from the pre-test
to the post-test, it was determined that the student’s comprehension of density or air
pressure had increased during the unit.
After checking for significant differences within each student group for both
units, the instructor also checked for significant differences between pairs of groups to
determine whether there were differences in understanding among them. The researcher
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did an unpaired t-test for the second and third hour classes, the second and fourth hour
classes, and the third and fourth hour classes for both the pre- and post-test scores. Again,
0.05 was used for the significance level when determining if there was a significant
difference between each pair of groups. If the t-score on either test resulted in a value less
than 0.05, it was determined if there was a statistically significant difference between the
groups on that particular test. If this was the case, the data was examined more closely to
determine whether the difference could be explained.
The mean and standard deviation were calculated for each student group for all of
the homework and lab data that was collected. During the unit, the mean and standard
deviation of the homework and labs were used to make sure students were at an
appropriate level of understanding before the instructor proceeded to the next lesson in
the unit. The instructor also used the individual scores of each participant on the
homework and labs to see if students were improving or not throughout the unit. The
mean and standard deviation allowed the instructor to get a quick picture of individuals’
overall performance in comparison to the group, as well as the group’s performance.
As with the pre- and post-test data, the means of the homework and lab scores
were compared among the groups to determine whether there were statistically
significant differences among them. This was done to determine if one group was
performing at a different level than the other groups as the unit was being taught. If it was
found that one group was performing lower or higher than another on the labs or
homework, the data was scrutinized to determine whether there was an explanation for
the different levels of performances or whether the results indicated differences in
outcomes of the instructional methods.
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In summary, the data collected during the study was analyzed to see if there was a
difference in the students’ learning when different instructional methods were used.
Knowing this would allow the instructor to understand what methods worked best to
support students’ learning. The results will help the instructor choose instructional
methods that best support learning and to decide how much time is needed when
developing new curriculum or repeating the unit on air pressure and density.
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Chapter 4
Data and Results
During the teaching of the air pressure and density units, data was collected to
understand the effects of three different teaching methods. The main goal of the research
was to find if students learn more effectively through demonstrations, cooperative
learning through inquiry, or both. The secondary question addressed in the research was:
What effect does the time spent engaging in a particular learning experience have on the
students’ learning? The results discussed below focus on determining whether there was a
significant statistical difference in student learning between the teaching methods and
how differences in instructional time may have affected the results.
Air Pressure Unit
Within Class Pre- and Post-Test Comparisons
Table 7 shows a comparison of the pre-test and post-test scores for the individual
groups in the study. The t-score was used to see if there was a significant statistical
difference in the scores between the pre-test and post-test, whereas the mean was used to
find how much each class improved overall.
From the table, one can see that the t-tests indicated a significant statistical
difference between the pre- and post-test scores for each individual class. The second
hour classes’ scores improved 45%, the third hour class improved 43%, and the fourth
hour class improved 36% from the pre-test to the post-test. The data suggests that the
students benefited from all three types of instruction—demonstrations, cooperative
learning laboratories, and both methods used together. Although the data indicates that
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the students showed improvements in learning, it does not clearly show which method of
teaching had a larger impact.
Table 7
Air Pressure Pre-Test to Post-Test Comparisons
Class

T-score

Pre-test mean

Post-test mean

2nd hour
(Control)

p < 0.001

8%

53%

3rd hour
(Demonstration)

p < 0.001

7%

50%

4th hour
(Cooperative
Learning Groups)

p < 0.001

6%

42%

Between Class Pre- and Post-Test Comparisons
Table 8 shows the t-score comparison between each pair of classes on both the
pre-test and post-test. The data shows that there was not a significant statistical difference
on either the post-test or pre-test data for any pair of classes. This data does not show
with confidence that teaching using one of the methods of instruction—only
demonstration, only laboratories in cooperative learning groups, or both—positively
affects the students’ understanding of air pressure better than the others.
The pre-test t-scores show that there was a larger difference between the second
and fourth hour students’ understanding of air pressure entering the unit, but not enough
to say with certainty that one group had an advantage over the other. Recall that Table 7
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Table 8
Air Pressure Unit T-Score Comparison Between Different Groups
Comparison

Post-Test
t-score

Pre-Test
t-score

2nd and 3rd hour

0.611

0.578

2nd and 4th hour

0.096

0.263

3rd and 4th hour

0.213

0.511

showed that there was only a two percent difference between the mean scores from the
lowest scoring group to the highest scoring group on the air pressure pre-test.
Homework and Lab Reports
Table 9 gives a summary of how each class performed on the homework and
laboratory reports during the unit. The air pressure homework and lab data do not give a
clear indication of any major differences in students’ learning during the unit. The table
shows that the second and third hour classes had very similar outcomes on the homework
and labs, while the fourth hour class performed lower than both the second and third hour
classes on both the labs and homework. This might be explained by looking at the
standard deviation, which indicates that there was a wider range in scores for the fourth
hour class. Two students in this class did not complete any of the homework, and one
student only completed half of it. If the two students who did not hand in the homework
were removed from the data, the mean homework score would be 86%, which is
consistent with the mean for the other classes. With the labs, one group in the fourth hour
class did not include any labels on their graphs, which caused their score to be lowered
by 10 points, in turn pulling the class average down from 84% to 82%.
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Table 9
Comparison of Homework and Lab Grades During the Air Pressure Unit
Assignment
Homework

Lab

Hour

Mean

Standard Deviation

2

83 %

15%

3

86%

16%

4

77%

30%

2

90%

6%

3

92%

5%

4

82%

10%

Summary
When comparing the post-test scores, Table 8 showed no significant difference
among the groups, but it did show a larger difference among the second and fourth hour
classes. This difference may be explained in several ways:
1. From Table 7, one can see that the students in the second hour class performed
two percent better on the pre-test than their fourth hour counterparts. This may
have lead to a better understanding of air pressure for the second hour class since
they had a better understanding at the beginning of the unit.
2. Teaching using a combination of demonstrations and cooperative learning labs
may have a slightly more positive affect on students’ learning than simply
teaching air pressure through only cooperative learning labs or demonstrations.
3. The students who did not complete the homework may not have reinforced
their learning from the notes, which in turn caused the entire class average to
slightly drop on the post-test.
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4. Or finally, a combination of all three may have slightly affected the overall
performance of fourth hour on the test.
Overall, the data does not clearly indicate that one method of teaching was better
than another when it comes to teaching with demonstrations or cooperative learning
inquiry-based labs. The data also showed that combining the two methods did not appear
to significantly affect the learning of students.
Density Unit
Within Class Pre- and Post-Test Comparisons
Table 10 shows a comparison of the pre-test and post-test results for the
individual groups in the study for the density unit. The t-score was used to determine
whether there was a significant statistical difference in the data between the pre-test and
post-test, whereas the mean was used to determine how much the each class improved
overall.
Table 10
Density Pre-Test to Post-Test Comparisons
Class

Pre-test to Post-test
t-score

2nd hour
(Control)

p < 0.001

8%

70%

3rd hour
(Demonstration)

p < 0.001

18%

69%

4th hour
(Cooperative
Learning Group)

p < 0.001

20%

67%
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Pre-test Mean Post-test Mean

From the table, one can see that the t-scores indicate a significant statistical
difference between the pre- and post-test scores for each class. The second hour class
improved 62%, the third hour class improved 51%, and the fourth hour class improved
47% from the pre-test to the post-test. Thus, the data indicates that all of the students
benefited from the type of instruction they received, either demonstration style learning,
cooperative learning labs, or both methods used together. Even though the data does not
show a significant statistical difference between classes and the post-test means scores in
range only 3% among the classes, the data do indicate that the second hour class had the
greatest improvement from the pre-test to the post-test.
Between Class Pre- and Post-Test Comparisons
Table 11 shows the t-score comparisons between each pair of classes on the pretest and post-test. The table shows that there was not a significant statistical difference
between any two classes on the post-test. It does, however, show a significant statistical
difference between the second and fourth hour classes on the pre-test. The other
comparisons for the pre-test do not show a significant statistical difference.
Table 11
Density Unit T-Score Comparison Between Different Groups

2nd and 3rd hour

Post-Test
t-score
0.863

Pre-Test
t-score
0.096

Pre-to Post-test
Gain t-score
0.077

2nd and 4th hour

0.536

0.011

0.010

3rd and 4th hour

0.652

0.816

0.493

Comparison

Table 11 also shows that the difference in gains student made from the pre-test to
the post-test were statistically significant between the second and fourth hour classes. The
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second hour class made a 62% gain from the pre- to post-test, while the fourth hour class
made a 47% gain. The other comparisons of the pre-to post-test gains did not show a
significant statistical difference, although the difference between the second and third
hour classes was fairly substantial at 11% (62% gain for the second hour class; 51% gain
for the third hour class).
Although this comparison suggests that the difference in time spent on the density
unit may have affected student learning, there are other factors to consider. According to
Table 10, scores for students in the second hour class were, on average, 10% lower than
the third hour class and 12% lower than the fourth hour class on the pre-test. Additional
analysis of the data indicates that there may be several reasons for this difference.
1. The third hour class had one student score a 96% on the pre-test; this was 58%
higher than the next closest score, which means that the class average was slightly
increased. With this student’s score removed from the data, the class average
would drop from 18% to a 13%.
2. The fourth hour class had four students’ data removed from the density unit
study because their data was compromised. These students did not originally
score very high on the pre-test. If their pre-tests were included, the overall class
average would drop from 20% to 17%.
3. The second hour class was composed of mostly males, whereas the third hour
class was mostly females, and the fourth hour class was a mixed group. Gender in
the sixth grade may be a factor in how serious students take a pre-test that does
not count towards their grade.
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4. A combination of all three factors may account for the discrepancy in the
density pre-test scores.
These reasons may explain the difference in the pre- to post-test gains between
the second and fourth hour classes. While it may be the case that time spent on the unit
accounts for some of the noted difference, the question arises as to why, then, there was
not a statistically significant difference between the other pairs of classes. The second
hour class had three extra days of instruction on density than the third hour class, and the
fourth hour class had two extra days than the third hour class. Further investigation has
lead the researcher to believe that time was not the primary factor, but rather, an anomaly
in the pre-test data for the second hour class primarily accounted for the difference. When
looking at individual student scores from throughout the year, there was no apparent
reason that the second hour class began the density unit with less prior knowledge than
the other classes. Also, other teachers who work with this group agree that the
individuals taking the pre-test would not put a lot of effort into something that does not
affect their overall grade.
Homework and Lab Reports
Table 12 gives a summary of how each class performed on the homework and
laboratory reports that were completed during the unit. The density homework and lab
results do not give a clear indication of any major differences in students’ learning during
the unit. The table shows that the second and third hour classes had very similar
outcomes on the homework, but the fourth hour class did score 9% higher, on average,
than the third hour class and 16% higher than the second hour class. There was no
indication in the data as to why this may have happened. There was not a lab for the third
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hour class and both the second and fourth hour class scores were very comparable with a
92% and 94% average, respectively. Thus, the labs do not give any indication that one
style of teaching allowed students to learn the material better than the others.
Table 12
Comparison of Homework and Lab Grades During the Density Unit
Assignment
Homework

Lab

Hour
2

Mean
72%

Standard Deviation
18%

3

79%

21%

4

88%

26%

2

92%

8%

3

No Lab

No Lab

4

94%

5%

Summary
When comparing the post-test scores, Table 11 showed no significant difference
among the groups. Table 10 showed that there was only a three percentage-point
difference between the highest and lowest mean scores on this assessment. Thus, the
post-test data indicates that demonstrations, cooperative learning lab groups, or a
combination of both do not have different overall effects on students’ learning.
When taking into consideration the pre-test data and the post-test data, it may
indicate that the students improved the most in second hour with a combination of
demonstrations and cooperative learning groups, and improved the least with only
cooperative learning groups. As previously discussed, however, there may be
confounding variables affecting the pre-test scores, which leaves no clear indication that
one style of learning was better than the others.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to determine which teaching strategy was most
effective for helping student understand air pressure and density: demonstrations,
inquiry-based learning in cooperative learning groups, or a combination of the two. In
addition, the study focused on understanding whether the amount of time devoted to each
type of instruction affected student learning.
In both units, the data showed that there was not a statistically significant
difference in student learning between using demonstrations, inquiry-based learning in
cooperative learning groups, or both combined. Even though the data did not show a
significant difference, while using both demonstrations and cooperative learning groups
in the air pressure unit, the students improved 45% from the pre-test to the post-test. The
students who only viewed demonstrations improved 43%, whereas the students who
worked in cooperative learning lab groups improved 36%. Similar results were seen
during the density unit, in which students who learned through both methods of teaching
improved 62%, while the students who had learned with demonstrations saw a 51%
increase, and the cooperative learning lab group improved 47% percent. This suggests
that although data for both units was not conclusive that one method of teaching was
better than another, using a combination of the two methods may offer a slight advantage.
Time may have affected the results, however, since the group that learned through
both teaching methods had more time working with the density concept than the other
two groups. Recall that during the air pressure unit, one of the three teaching methods
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was used in each class, but the class time for the students did not change from one class
to another. During this unit, labs and demonstrations were shortened or lengthened in
order to make sure that each class spent the exact same amount of time learning about air
pressure. During the density unit, however, the same demonstrations and labs were used,
but the time spent on the unit in each class was not kept constant. In other words, no
activities were shortened by the instructor to keep the classes on track with one another.
By not holding time constant, the unit was nine days long in the second hour
class, six days in the third hour class, and eight days in the fourth hour class. The posttest data showed, however, that there was still not a statistically significant difference
between the classes on this assessment. This suggests that it was not the length of time
spent on a particular instructional method that affected the student’s level of
understanding. The class that spent the most time on the unit, however, did show the
largest overall gain from pre- to post-test.
The extra time spent on the density unit may have helped the second hour class
achieve 11% and 15% larger pre- to post-test gains than the third and fourth hour groups,
respectively, but other factors may have also come into play. For example, the second
hour class was made up of mostly male participants. Qualitative observations by the
instructor indicated that the males in this class tended to not try as hard when a grade on
an assignment did not count toward their course grade. Recall that although the second
hour class scored lower than the other classes on the pre-test, their post-test scores were
almost identical to the other classes. Thus, the lack of effort on the non-graded pre-test
and the fact that the post-test counted toward their overall class average may explain the
difference in the data.
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This classroom research suggests that the three teaching styles and time spent on
the topics were statistically insignificant in terms of how they supported student learning.
The results suggest that it does not affect the students’ learning greatly if they are taught
with only demonstration, only inquiry-based cooperative learning groups, or both. Recall
that Fogelman and McNeill (2011) found that the time spent teaching a unit does not
affect student learning as much as unobserved teacher characteristics, a result that may be
supported by the results of this work. They did, however, find that an inquiry-based
activity does positively affect the students learning; this was also found to be the case in
this study as all three instructional methods resulted in significant gains in understanding.
Schwerdt and Wuppermann (2010) found that demonstrations can be just as effective as
inquiry-based activities in cooperative learning groups. This study also found that
demonstrations have the same effect on students’ learning as inquiry-based activities in a
cooperative learning group. Thus, the results of this study generally confirm previous
findings that students’ learning improves through using demonstrations and through
participating in inquiry-based learning, and that time spent on a unit does not have a
significant effect.
Implications for the Classroom
Eighty-four percent of eighth graders in Washington Middle School tested as
proficient in science on the 2010 MEAP assessment (Michigan Department of Education,
2010). Of the eighteen students who did not pass the test, three tested using a special
form of the test for learning disabled students, four had not attended Washington Middle
School in the sixth grade, and two failed both semesters of science class when they were
in the sixth grade. The other nine received high enough grades in sixth grade science to
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anticipate that they would test as proficient on the MEAP by the eighth grade (Michigan
Department of Education, 2010). An analysis of these nine students showed, however,
that they consistently missed five questions related to the sixth grade science curriculum.
These five questions were related to several state standards that were not adequately
taught due time constraints. Thus, these standards need more attention, which they will
not get unless other units can be shortened.
This research suggests that many of the current units in the sixth grade curriculum
could be shortened without significantly affecting student learning. If units are shortened,
then the inadequately taught standards can be addressed in a way that will increase
student learning. It is very important, however, to make sure that students still are
exposed to both inquiry-based learning through cooperative learning groups as well as
demonstrations. Although demonstrations allow the students to see proper techniques
with lab equipment as well as gain interest in concepts that they may not otherwise put a
lot of effort into, performing labs engages students in inquiry. Learning to inquire about
science allows students to gain very important lab skills and learn to use tools to work in
different social situations, as well as develop the ability to question and think about the
natural world around them. In addition, 11 of the 49 sixth grade science standards are
related to inquiry, so it is important that this is part of the science curriculum. In sum, the
findings of this report simply suggest that a teacher does not have to use both inquirybased cooperative learning and demonstrations together, but rather, might use only one of
the tools during each unit. A teacher needs to remember, however, that both are very
important teaching tools.
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Limitations and Further Research
Further research might be done to understand how variables such as time, gender,
cooperative learning group dynamics, and a teacher’s experience with teaching the unit
affect student learning.
The current study had three student groups where one was predominantly male,
one predominantly female, and one more evenly mixed. This class composition could
have affected the data. This study was not designed with the intent to study gender issues
in the classroom, but after the research was completed, it seemed that student gender
might have affected the results. Since there were only three girls in the second hour class
and four boys in the third hour class, there was not enough data to analyze if gender
affected the overall study. A further study of the effects of gender in science classes
might show whether males learn differently than females and thus, whether different
teaching methods might be more effective for each group, or if group dynamics differ for
a mixed gender group compared to a same gender group.
During the air pressure lesson time was held constant, and there was not a
significant difference in the student learning. However, when time was not held constant
during the density unit, a slight difference was noted. This may be due to the instructor’s
experience with the lesson. Recall that Fogleman and McNeill (2011) showed that the
more experience a teacher has with a lesson, the more the students’ learning is positively
affected. The significant difference between the second and fourth hour classes may be
due to the fact that in the fourth hour class, the lesson was being taught for the second
time. Also, the fourth hour class was taught the same lessons several days later, so
something may have affected the delivery of the lessons. A further study would need to
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be done in order to determine if there is an effect on students’ learning if the same lesson
is taught multiple times.
Finally, the way lab groups are selected may make a difference. In this study, the
students picked their own groups. More research would need to be done to see how group
dynamics affect the students learning when different teaching methods are being used.
Summary
In conclusion, the data in this study did not show that one method of teaching—
demonstrations, inquiry-based learning in cooperative learning groups, or a combination
of the two—had a greater effect on a sixth grade students learning. Rather, the data
indicated that there was no statistically significant difference between student learning as
a result of the different teaching methods. There was also evidence that more time spent
on a unit does not guarantee better results in terms of student learning. This conclusion
can lead to changes in the way a teacher builds unit plans.
A teacher can use the results from the study to build a unit plan that involves
inquiry-based lessons with cooperative learning groups or using demonstrations. Unit
plans might be shortened to save time on the unit by only incorporating one style of
teaching, which might leave time to incorporate at least one of these teaching methods
into the instruction of every concept that is required in the curriculum. If time is saved on
some units, a teacher can ensure that they meet all of the required learning objectives
during a science course and also spend more one-on-one time with struggling students
who may not have the ability to get help outside of the classroom.
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Appendix A
Human Subjects Forms
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Appendix B
Air Pressure Pre- and Post-Test
Air Pressure Test
Pre-test____________ or Post-test_____________
1. Name and describe the properties of air.

2. What is the average weight of air per square inch pushing down on a
person? Why doesn’t it crush you?

3. What are the two types of instruments used to measure air pressure?
Explain how they work.

4. As air pressure increases, what will the temperature do? Why?

5. What are two units meteorologists use when measuring air pressure?
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6. Where is air pressure the greatest at the top or bottom of a mountain?
Why?

7. Why is the air at the top of a mountain hard to breathe? (Hint: Think
about the percentage of oxygen in the air…)

8. What would happen to a balloon if you started carrying it several
miles down into a mine?
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Appendix C
Air Pressure Lecture Notes

1-3 Air Pressure
Does air have mass? How can we prove it does or doesn’t?
I.

Properties of air: Air has….
a. Mass: Air consists of atoms and molecules, which means it has mass.
b. Density: density shows how compact an object is.
Formula for density: D=m/v…..density equals mass divide by volume

Each box has the same volume, and each red ball has the same
amount of mass. Which box has more mass? Why?
Example: If an object has a mass of 10g, and a volume of 20ml, what is
its density? What does the number you come up with mean?
c. Pressure: A force pushing on an area. The more dense the air, the more
pressure it exerts.
High air pressure------------ High Density
Low air pressure------------ Low Density
II.

Air pressure: The weight of a column of air pushing down on an area.
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a. The average weight of air pushing on you in all directions is
approximately 15 pounds per square inch.
Note: How much weight is air exerting on your hand? Why doesn’t the
air crush you?
III.

Barometers: An instrument that is used to measure changes in air pressure.
a. Mercury barometer: a thin tube with mercury in it but no air. The height
of the mercury is usually 76 centimeters which is approximately 30 inches
or 1014 millibars at sea level.
*A drop on the barometer means lower air pressure, and a possible
storm.
*A rise on the barometer means higher air pressure, and fair
weather.
b. Aneroid barometer: Most common, uses springs instead of liquid.
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Appendix D
Photos of BB Model of Air Density
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Appendix E
Photo of 15 Pound Bar Demonstration
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Appendix F
Photo of Inverted Water in a Cup Demonstration
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Appendix G
Air Pressure Homework Assignment
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Appendix H
Weighing Air Lab
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Appendix I
Pressure and Temperature Lab
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Appendix J
Cloud Machine Lab
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Appendix K
Density Pre- and Post-Test
1. What are the mathematical relationship between mass, density, and volume?
2. Define in your own words:
a. mass:
b. volume:
c. density:

3a. If an object has a mass of 20 g and a volume of 5 ml, what is its density? (Use
correct units)

b. Will the object float on water, why?

4a. If an object has a mass of 25 g and a volume of 50 ml, what is its density?

b. Will the object float on water, why?

Short Answers:
5. If you put Helium in a balloon, the balloon will float above your head. Why?
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6. A person who cannot float in a freshwater lake can float easily in the Great
Salt Lake in Utah. Explain this?

7. What is the difference between a gas, solid, and liquid? (Use density and
molecules in your explanation.)

8. The density of aluminum is 2.7 g/ml. What would the mass be of the following
aluminum block?

2 cm
1 cm
5 cm
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Appendix L
Density Lecture Notes

1-3 Density
I: Volume: The amount of space an object takes up.
a. Metric system for volume: We will use Liter (L), milliliter (ml), or cubic centimeter
(cm3)
1. Liter: half a two liter bottle of pop.
2. ml=cm3: Used for measuring medicine
Note: V = L x W x H (for regular shaped objects)
L=length W=width H=Height V=volume
Question: Find the Volume of the below figure in ml and cm.

5 cm
2 cm
3 cm

Question: Find the Volume of the below figure in ml and cm.

7 cm
3 cm
4 cm
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Question: How would we find the volume of an irregular shaped figure such as a jagged
rock?
*Remember: Mass is the amount of matter in an object and is measured in grams (g),
Kilograms (kg), or milligrams (mg).
II. Density: The measure of the amount of mass per given volume: D = m / v (in g/ml)
One can think of density as how compact an object is. (Show BB model)

Most Dense

Least Dense

Note: Density can be used to determine what a substance is.
Densities of some
common Substances
Substance
Density
(g/cm3)
Helium
.000167
Air
.0013
Gasoline
.7
Wood (oak)
.85
Water (ice)
.92
Water
1.0
(liquid)
Aluminum
2.7
Steel
7.8
Silver
10.5
Lead
11.3
Mercury
13.5
Gold
19.3

Question: What is the density of an object that has a mass
of 8 g and a volume of 4 ml? Will the
object sink or float on water?

Question: What is the density of an object that has a mass
of 3g and a volume of 12 ml? Will the
object sink or float on water?

Question: What is the density of an object that has a
volume of 20 ml and a mass of 156 g?
What is the object made of?

Question: What is the Volume of liquid water that has a mass of 1 liter?
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Appendix M
Density Homework Assignment
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Appendix N
Photo of a Density Column

Note: The density column picture shown here was taken three weeks after it was built so
some of the materials are starting to mix.
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Appendix O
Density Column Demonstration
Density Column
Material:
1-graduated cylinder
3-Karol syrup (Brown)
5-corn oil (yellow)
7-ethyl alcohol (green)

2-glucose syrup (white)
4-blue dye mixed with
water (blue)
6-mineral oil (white)
8-random objects

Procedure:
Build a density column that can be use to determine density of
objects.
Question #1: Why do we get a separation of colors in the density
column?
Question #2: What can we do to determine what has a larger density
between a cork and a wood pencil?
Question #3: Explain density in your own words.
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Appendix P
Density Lab
Problems:
How can density of an object be determined?
Materials:
-triple beam balance
-metric ruler
-graduated cylinder
-density cubes of different materials
-modeling clay
Procedure:
Part A. Density of cubes.
Note: Density equals mass divided by volume. D=m/v where mass is measured in grams
and volume is measured in milliliters.
Note: 1ml = 1cubic cm

* to find the volume of a rectangular solid, multiply the
length by width by height.

1. Use the balance to mass each of the 10 cubes provided. Make sure you measure as
exact as possible.
2. Find the volume in cubic cm of each block. You need to be very precise when
measuring. Each block should be the same size, but you need to make sure.
3. Calculate the density of each cube and record your results below.
Type of
material

Mass
(g)

Volume
(ml)

Copper
Brass
Steel
Aluminum
Acrylic
Oak
Nylon
Pine
Poplar
PVC
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Density
(g/ml)
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Appendix Q
Air Pressure Pre- and Post-Test Rubric
Question

Description of Points

Points

1

1 point for naming each property, and 1 point for
describing each property.
Mass: made up of atoms and molecules.
Density: shows how compact, or D=m/v.
Pressure: a force pushing on an area.

6 points

2

1 point for part one and 1 point for part 2…
a. approximately 15 pounds per square inch
b. Because air is pushing in all directions

2 points

3
4

5

6

7

8

1 point for the name of each and 1 point for each correct
description.
a. Aneroid barometer: Uses springs
b. Mercury barometer: Uses mercury
1 point for saying the temperature will increase.
1point for each up to 2.
a. inches
b. centimeters
c. millibars
1 point for saying at the bottom of the mountain.
1 point for saying that the lower altitude you are at, the
more air molecules pushing down, which means an
increases air pressure.
The air pressure at the top of a mountain is hard to breathe
because there is a lower air pressure at a higher elevation.
(1 point) The lower the air pressure, the less air molecules
there are. (1 point) Oxygen makes up 21 % of the air, but
21% of a smaller number of air molecules means less
oxygen atoms to breath in. (1 point)
1 pt.: The air pressure will increase on the outside of the
balloon.
1pt: The balloon will decrease in size.
1pt: Because as you drop in elevation the air pressure
increases which means the air on the outside is pushing in
harder than the air on the inside is pushing out.
Total points:
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4 points
1 points

2 points

2 points

3 points

3 points

23 points

Appendix R
Density Pre- and Post-Test Rubric
Question
1
2
3
4

Answer
D=m/v...1pt for left side and 1 point of right side of the
equation
Mass: The amount of matter in an object. 1pt
Volume: The amount of space an object takes up. 1pt
Density: How compact an object is. 1 pt (accept many
other definition including D=m/v)
a. 4 g/ml 2pts (partial credit for showing work)
b. sink because it is more dense than water 2pts
a. .5 g/ml 2pts (partial credit for showing work)
b. floats because it is less dense than water. 2 pts
Helium is less dense than air.

5

Points
2 pts

3 pts
4 pts
4 pts
2 pts

The salt water is denser than freshwater.
6

7

8

2 pts
The molecules in a gas are not bonded together and a gas is
the least dense of the 3. 2 points
The molecules in a liquid have a weak bond, and the density
is usually between the density of a gas and solid. 2 points
The molecules in a solid have a strong bond, and the density
is usually the densest. 2 points

2.7=m/10…27 grams 3 point (points will be awarded for
showing correct work)

Total Points
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6 pts

3 pts

26
points

